Street closures and traffic re-routing around the Administration Building and western shoreline of Treasure Island begins **Wednesday February 21, 2018** with full implementation of these changes completed by mid-March. The Island community can expect the following changes:

**Streets and Traffic Impacts (also shown in below diagram):**

- Treasure Island Marina Parking Lot closed, and Clipper Cove Way closed to east-west vehicle, pedestrian and cycling traffic between Treasure Island Rd. and Avenue D.

- The Front Gate Parking/Viewing Area closed, and Treasure Island Causeway/Avenue of Palms realigned & reduced to one lane in each direction between California Ave. and YBI Macalla Rd.

- Avenue of Palms closed to north-south vehicle, pedestrian and cyclist traffic between California Ave. and 9th St.

All other Treasure Island streets remain open including California Ave., Avenue B, Avenue H, Avenue M, and 9th St. Motorists, cyclists and pedestrians should expect additional fencing, signage and traffic control measures around the impacted areas once work begins.

**See reverse of this flyer for SFMTA MUNI 25-Treasure Island bus stop impacts**
For site safety considerations, MUNI 25–Treasure Island bus stop closures and relocations will occur February 20th, 2018

- Ti Front Gate inbound (IB)/outbound (OB) stops closed
- California Ave/Ave C IB and OB stops closed and relocated one block east to California Ave/Ave D

There are no impacts to the route itself.

Visit SFMTA.com to sign-up for MUNI Alerts and receive real-time and scheduled route alerts on your mobile device.